
 Kindergarten-Mrs. Bonner and Miss Janda 
 December  Newsletter 

 Religion-  One of the many blessings of a Catholic  education is that the students are able to 
 celebrate the Christmas season. We will be preparing our hearts for the birth of our Savior. The 
 children will experience the “lighting” of our Advent wreath in the classroom. Our daily 
 announcements will also include the readings/symbols of the Jesse Tree. 

 Language Arts-  We are presently on  Unit 3 - Week  3.  Usernames and passwords were sent home 
 at the beginning of the year.  If anyone has difficulty logging into the site, please contact your 
 child’s teacher. The site is listed on the bottom of the username/password info card. This is a great 
 resource for the students to use at home! The website for the children’s use is: 
 http://connected.mcgraw-hill.com//school/1g4e  . Please  click on your child’s teacher’s name and then 
 you will find your child’s name to click on. 
 Every Monday, a weekly overview of the week’s Reading theme, essential question, vocabulary words, 
 letter of the week, and English component is sent home. 

 Stories: Please Take Me For a Walk, Whose Shoes?, What Can You Do With a Paleta?, Roadwork 

 Phonemic Awareness: Recognize Onset/Rime, Phonemic Isolation, Phoneme Blending Phoneme 
 Segmentation 

 English: Write a Sentence, Adjectives 

 Printing: Learn to write letters Cc, Dd, Nn, Oo 

 Math-  The concept taught in Chapter 7 is Three-Dimensional  Shapes, where students will 
 identify, compare, and describe cylinders, cones, spheres, cubes, and rectangular prisms. The 
 concepts taught in Chapter 8 are Position and Location, where students will describe the location 
 and position of shapes using terms such as: above, below, over, under, inside, outside, and more. 

 Important dates: 
 12/6: St. Nicholas Day                                                 12/12: Janda (KB) Shops at Santa’s Workshop 
 12/13: Bonner (KA) Shops at Santa’s Workshop           12/13: St. Lucy Day 
 12/16: Breakfast with Santa!                                       12/21: Tree Trim 1:15 - 2:30 

 12/22 -  Jan. 2: Christmas Break 

 Wishin� yo� � joyou� Christma� an� blessin�� i� th� comin� Ne� Yea�! 

http://connected.mcgraw-hill.com//school/1g4e

